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Abstract 
A graph G is symmetric with respect o a functional Fc(P) defined on the set of all the 
probability distributions on its vertex set if the distribution P* maximizing Fa(P) is uniform 
on V(G). We show that the class of graphs which are symmetric for the functional appearing 
in the capacity formula of Cohen et al. (1968) and Gargano et al. (1993) coincides with the 
graphs admitting a 2-matching in the sense of Tutte (1947). This has an interesting implication 
tbr families of qualitatively independent partitions (in the sense of Rfnyi). @ 1998 Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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I. Introduction 
In this paper we give a characterization f the solutions of the following maximiza- 
tion problem on the edge set of a simple graph G = (V(G),E(G)) 
O(G)=max min H(e,P), (1) 
P ecE(G) 
where P : V(G) ~ [0, 1] is an arbitrary probability distribution and 
H( {x, y},P)  = (P(x) + P(y)  ) h \ P(x) + P(y)  J '  (2) 
with 
h (p)=-p logp- (1  - p) log(1 - p)  
being the binary entropy function. Here and in the sequel logarithms are to the base 2. 
We will use the notation: H(e ,P )=f (P (x ) ,P (y ) )  (provided that the edge e EE(G) 
has endpoints x,y). A probability distribution on V(G) will be called G-balanced 
(or simply, balanced) i f  it achieves the maximum in (1). A graph G is symmetric 
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with respect o the functional (I) if the uniform distribution is G-balanced. Note that 
Problem (1) can be reduced to a convex programming problem. 
In this paper we prove that the class of graphs that have a uniform balanced istri- 
bution coincides with graphs that have a perfect 2-matching, i.e. those graphs which 
contains a system of vertex-disjoint odd cycles and edges covering all the vertices [8]. 
This is a particular case of the notion of f-factor introduced by Tutte, who proved the 
following result: 
Theorem T (Tutte [10]). A graph G has a perfect 2-matching if and only if [F(X)I ~> 
IX[ for every stable set X c_ I/(G). 
We recall that a set of points in a graph G is said to be stable if no two of them 
are adjacent. If A is a set of points then F(A) is the set of points adjacent o some 
vertex in A (in particular, A ~ F(A) = 0). 
In the rest of this section we show the context in which problem (1) originally 
arises. Formula (1) gives the Spemer capacity [2,5] of an edge family and has been 
applied to the evaluation of the asymptotic exponent of the cardinality of the largest 
family of qualitatively independent partitions in the sense of Rrnyi [5]. Let ~ be 
a family of partitions of a finite set in r classes and G--(V(G),E(G))  a graph with 
V(G)--{1 .. . . .  r}. Following [5] the partitions in ~ are G-independent if for each 
couple P=(P1 .. . . .  Pr) and Q= (Q1 .. . . .  Qr) of partitions in ~ one has 
( i , j )EE(G)  ~ PinQj¢O and QjnPi¢O. 
Now, let ~m be a family with maximum cardinality of G-independent partitions on 
a ground set with m elements and define the sequence {~m}m~>l. Then the asymptotic 
exponent of the cardinality of these families is 
O(G) = lim sup 1 log I~m]. 
m--*+~ m 
If G = Kr, the complete graph with r nodes, then O(Kr) is the asymptotic exponent of 
the largest cardinality of a family of qualitatively independent partitions in the sense 
of Rrnyi [5]. In the case of the complete graph it is easy to see that the balanced 
distribution is uniform, i.e. 
2 
O(K,) = - 
?, 
as proved in [5]. Formula (1) gives also the zero error capacity of a family of discrete 
memoryless channels with same input and output alphabets [2, 5] such that each channel 
in the family has a unique pair of input letters that cannot be confused during the 
transmission. Here G is the graph with vertex set equal to the input alphabet of the 
family and having as edge set the couple of input letters that cannot be confused by 
some channel in the family. 
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2. Uniform balanced distributions and 2-matchings 
In the following three lemmas we use only the following property of H(e,P): 
Property 1. f ( . , . )E  ~1)((0, 1] 2) is a symmetric and strictly increasin9 function of 
its arguments. 
Note that since f ( . ,  .) is strictly increasing, every balanced distribution has support 
contained in or equal to the set of nodes of G that are not isolated. Thus, it is sufficient 
to consider graphs G without isolated nodes. Given a graph G = (V(G),E(G)) without 
isolated nodes, we call support of G the edge set of a spanning subgraph of G. 
We recall that the spanning graph of a graph G is a subgraph of G without isolated 
nodes whose vertex set coincides with V(G). Finally, if e EE(G) and vE V(G) is 
a vertex of G such that e is incident o v we will write v E e (considering e as a subset 
of cardinality 2 of  V(G)). 
Lemma 1. Let G-~(V(G),E(G)) be a simple 9raph without isolated nodes and P 
a balanced probability distribution, then 
d(P)  = {e E E(G): H(e,P) = O(G)} 
is a support of V(G). 
Proof. Suppose that there exists a v*E V(G) such that for each h E E(G)  incident 
in v* 
H(h,P)> min H(e,P). 
eEE(G) 
We construct a new distribution whose global minimum is better than the minimum 
of P. Let 6>0 and 
I P(v)+3 if vCv* ,  
P~(v)= P(v) -6 ( IV I -  1) otherwise. 
Clearly, P6 is a probability distribution on V(G). From Property 1, for each e E E(G) 
such that v* ~ e 
H(e, P6) = f(P(u) + 6, P(v) ÷ 6) > f(P(u), P(v)) = H(e, P). 
By the continuity of  f ( . , . ) ,  for any fixed e>0 we can find a 6>0 such that 
max IH(h,P6) - H(h,P)[ <~ 
h:v*Eh 
or, for a suitable e: 
H(h, P6)>~H(h,P)-e~> min H(e,P), VhEE(G):v*ch, 
eEE(G) 
i.e., P cannot be balanced. [] 
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Given a distribution P on the set of nodes V(G) of a graph G, define: 
U<(P) = {rE V(G) 13{u,v} c £.w(p): P(v)<P(u)}, (3) 
U=(P) = {v E V( G) I 3{u, v} E 5P(P): P(v) =P(u)}.  (4) 
In the following lemma, a kernel of G is a maximal stable set with respect to 
inclusion. 
Lemma 2. Let G =(V(G),E(G)) be a simple graph without isolated nodes, P a bal- 
anced probability distribution on V( G). Then U< (P) is a stable set in G and for every 
kernel $2  U<(P), S\U<(P) is a kernel in the subgraph induced in G by U=(P). 
Proof. First, we prove that U<(P) is a stable set of G. Observe that if vE U<(P) 
then for every node z adjacent o v one has P(v)<P(z), otherwise, by Property 1 the 
value f(P(z),P(v)) would be less than the value of H(e,P) on the edges of ~(P)  
incident o v (such edges exist by the property of support of d (P ) ) .  This, however, is 
in contradiction with the definition of L~a(P). Now, if two nodes vl and v2 in U<(P) 
would be adjacent hen P(Vl )>P(v2) and P(v2)>P(Vl ). Hence, U< (P) is a stable set 
in G. 
Now, let S be a kernel containing U<(P), we prove that each xEX=S\U<(P)  
belongs to U=(P). In fact by x ~ U<(P) it follows that P(x)>~P(y) for every {x,y} E 
~(P) .  But if for an y this inequality were strict then we would have y E U<(P), 
a contradiction with S being a stable set of G. It is left to prove that each node in 
x c U=(P)\X is connected to some node in X. If this does not happen then, by S be- 
ing a kernel of G, there should exist a node in U<(P) connected with x. Hence, 
it suffices to prove that the nodes of U<(P) and U=(P) are not adjacent. Other- 
wise, let v C U<(P) and z E U=(P) be connected. Then from our previous observation 
on U<(P): P(v)<P(z). Choose {x,z} E~(P)  such that P(x)=P(z); by Property 1 
one has 
f(P(z), P(v)) < f(P(z), P(z)) = f(P(z), P(x)), 
again a contradiction with the definition of ~q('(P). [] 
Let S be a kernel of G. Every distribution P such that U<(P)c  S is called centered 
on S. The family of all the distributions centered on S will be denoted by Cr(S). Note 
that the uniform distribution is centered on every kernel of G. 
We will use the notation A c to mean the complement of a set A C V(G). The next 
Lemma gives a first characterization f balanced istributions: 
Lemma 3. Let G=(V(G),E(G)) be a simple graph without isolated nodes, P a bal- 
anced probability distribution on V(G) centered on a kernel S. Then for every con- 
nected component F = (V(F),E(F)) of the graph (V(G), SF(P)) there exist two reals 
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qF ~ PF such that 
S PF if  rE  V(F )NS c, 
P(v) 
I qF if  rE  V(F )NS.  
(5) 
Proof. Set L = 5°(P) and let F = (V(F),E(F)) be any of the connected components 
of the graph (V(G),L). It is easy to show that P assumes only two different values 
on the nodes of  F. In fact, f ( . , . )  is constant on the edges E(F)C_ 5F(P) and by our 
Property 1 it is a strictly increasing function of its arguments. Thus, if u E V(F) has 
probability m, there exists a unique s(m)E (0, 1) such that 
f(m,s(m))= min H(e,P). 
eEE(G) 
Now, let v ¢ u be another node of F. Since F is connected, we can choose a path 
u =z~,z2,...,zn = v between u and v, and by our previous observations: 
m if i is odd, 
P(zi)= s(m) i f /  is even. 
Thus, for every couple {u,v} EE(F )  one has {P(u),P(v)} C_ {m,s(m)}. Let qF, PF be 
the couples of values taken by P on V(F). Assuming qF <~ PF we have to prove: 
p(v)= { pF if vE V(F)OS% 
qF if V E V(F) MS. 
If  PF = qF we have nothing to prove. I f  qF < PF then for each v E V(F) with P(v) = qF 
one has vE U<(P)C_S. For those vertices v for which P(v)=pF we obtain vE [U< 
(P)U U:(P)] c C S c. [] 
Observation 1. Let P be a balanced distribution for a graph G and S a kernel of  G 
such that P E Cr(S). If x ¢ y are two nodes in S c then f(P(x),P(y)) >~ O(G). In fact, 
if L = d(P )  and Y(L )  is the family of  the connected components of the spanning 
subgraph of G, (V(G),L), by Lemma 3 we can associate to each F E ~(L )  a couple 
of values assumed by P on V(F), (qF, PF) with qF <~ PF. Fix x E V(F), y E V(F ~) and 
PF >~PF'. Using Property 1 
f (P (x ) ,  P(y)) = f (pF ,  PF' ) ~ f (pF ,  qF' ) ~ f (pF ' ,  qF' ) = O(G). 
Note that this implies that every graph G ~ obtained from G adding to E(G) an edge with 
endpoints belonging to S c has the same balanced istribution as G and O(G ~) = O(G). 
Now, it is interesting to consider our maxmin problem for probability distributions 
that assume at most two different values on the vertex set of a graph. In particular, 
if q and p are these two values with q~<p, by Lemmas 2 and 3 there must be 
a kernel S of G such that P(v)=q if v E S and P(v)= p otherwise. In particular, 
for those graphs G for which there exists a two-valued balanced distribution P we 
obtain the exact solution of (1). Let G be a graph and S a kernel of G with tS I =e .  
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We write 1s¢1 Then the maxmin problem for a two-valued distribution can be 
defined as: 
~b(w, c~,/3) = max f(p,q),  (6) 
(q, p)ED~, ~, i~ 
Dw,~,l~ ={(q, p) E (O, 1] 2 I q<<. p and q~ + pfl= w}, (7) 
where w : 1 and c~,/3 are positive constants. In the proof of Theorem 1 we will consider 
the general setting where 0 < w ~< 1. 
It will be convenient o rewrite the above, setting 
p w - qc~ 
t -  - - -  (8) 
q q/3 
and define 
q~(w, ~,/3) = max z(t, w, ~,/3), (9) 
t>~l 
where 
( wt w)  (10) 
z(t,w,c~,/3)= f t~  , t/3Sr . 
Note that by Property 1 z(.,w,~,/3)ECg(1)([1, +oc) )  and that ~b(w,~,fl) is a strictly 
increasing function of the argument w. 
Now, we formulate the second property of H(e,P) that will be used in the sequel 
(proof in Appendix A). 
Property 2. For fixed w, c~, [3 the function z(., w, ~,/3) has a unique absolute point of 
maximum t(w,c~,/3) E [1, + cx~). I f  t (w,~, f l )> 1 then it is also the unique stationary 
point of z(.,w,c~,/3) and if t(w,c~,fl)= 1 then z is a strictly decreasin9 function for 
t > 1. We will call t(w, ~,/3) equilibrium point. 
We observe that by Properties 1 and 2 of H we have 
t(w, ct, fl)= 1 iff ct~<fl 
(proof in Appendix A). 
We are ready to prove 
(11) 
Theorem 1. A 9raph G=(V(G),E(G)) without isolated nodes has an uniform bal- 
anced distribution if and only if it has a perfect 2-matching. 
Proof. We use Tutte's theorem T to prove that the balanced distribution is uniform if 
and only if Ir(x)l/> IxI for every stable set X in G. 
Suppose that IY(X)t/> [XI for every stable set X. By Tutte's theorem G contains 
a system of vertex-disjoint cycles and edges which cover V(G). Then it suffices to 
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prove that every odd cycle has the uniform distribution as unique balanced istribu- 
tion. In fact, note that if there exists a spanning subgraph G t of G whose connected 
components have the uniform distribution as unique balanced istribution then the same 
property holds for G (as already observed by Gargano et al. [5]). Thus, for every graph 
with a perfect matching the balanced istribution is uniform. If G = C2n+1 the cycle 
with 2n + 1 nodes, we proceed by induction on n ~> 1. If n = 1 the statement is trivial. 
Fix n > 1, let P be a balanced istribution for C2,+l and S a kernel of C2,+1 such that 
P E Cr(S). Clearly, we can find two nodes in V(Czn+I )\S not connected by any edge. 
By Observation 1 P is also a balanced istribution for the graph G ~ obtained from 
C2,+l adding an edge between these two nodes. 
Now note that adding an edge to C2,+1 between two distinct (and not already con- 
nected) vertices of the cycle, the graph G t obtained contains a vertex-disjoint system 
composed by a single odd cycle plus some edges which cover V(C2,+I ). Thus, by our 
inductive hypothesis the balanced istribution for G' is uniform. 
Suppose that there exists a stable set X C_ V(G) such that [F(X)I < IX[ and let P 
be the uniform probability distribution on V(G). Let (q,p) be the couple of values 
obtained by computing O(w,]X[,]F(X)I), where w is the probability P(XUF(X)). 
Thus, if n = ]V(G)]: 
P--=t(w, IF(X)[,[X]), p[F(X)[+q[X[=w= ]X[+]F(X)[ (12) 
q n 
Note that by IF(X)[ < [X[ and (11 ) it follows that p > q. 
Now, define 
P(v)={ p i f vcF (X) ,  
q if vEX 
and P(v)=P(v) otherwise. Now, we prove that the global minimum does not decrease 
and L~°(P) is not a support of G. Thus, by Lemma 1 P is not balanced. 
First, note that by (12) q<n -1 <p. If e={x,y} is an edge between nodes of 
F(X)UX then by P uniform H(e,P)>H(e,P). If x E F(X) and y ~XLJF(X) then 
by P (x )>P(x)  and P(y)= P(y), H(e ,P )>H(e ,P )  by monotonicity. Thus, we proved 
that 
min F(e,P)>. min F(e,P) 
eEE(G) ecE(G) 
and no edge in ~(P)  is incident o a node of F(X)UX. [] 
Corollary 1. Let G be a graph with n not isolated nodes, then 
2 
O(G)= - 
n 
if and only if G has a perfect 2-match&g. 
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3. Remarks 
Our result extends literally to all functionals where the objective function verifies 
Properties 1 and 2. This makes our definition of symmetrical graphs more natural. 
We note also that proper subclass of the graphs with a perfect 2-matching appeared in 
a similar context in the paper of Pulleyblank [9]. These considerations suggest hat an 
interesting index of symmetricity for graphs would be the minimum number [[Pll of 
different values of a balanced istribution P. The bias of a graph G is 
b(G) : min [[P[[- 1, 
P, G-balanced 
i.e., 2-matcheable graphs are exactly those with bias 0. We recall that the cover number 
z(G) of a graph G is the minimum number of points we must use to cover all the 
edges in G. In [7] we prove the following: 
Conjecture. b(G)= 1 if and only if ~z(G)>n/2 and for any stable set X c_ V(G) 
Ir(x)l/> (13) 
IXl 
By Gallai identities [8], v(G) : IV (G) [ -~(G) .  Hence, if ~(G)<~n/2 then (13) 
coincides with Tutte's condition for 2-matcheable graphs. 
Appendix A: Basic properties of H(e, P) 
We prove the two main properties of H(e,P). Property 1 is easy to verify. For the 
second, we have: 
w l tf l+~ l og ( t+ l )+ log  +1 (A.1) z ( t ,w ,~,~)= - -  
and 
dt ( t f l~)  2 slog +1 - f l l og( t+ l )  . 
Note that t(w, ~, fl) is independent by w. 
Now, if ~<fl  the point of maximum of z is t(f l ,~)= 1, otherwise t(fl,~) is the 
unique number greater than 1 that is a root of 
p(t) = (t + 1 )~-~ -- t ~. (A.2) 
This proves Property 2 and (11 ) (we remark that (11 ) can be proved for every function 
that verifies Properties 1 and 2). 
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